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I Insist You Resist
My desire for you is forever insistent
No matter you do remain resistant
My repeated efforts are obvious & persistent
Hopes you bring forth all you keep distant
You and me together living coexistent
My dreams and yours appear inconsistent
Confusion leads to a state of bewilderment
Analysis suggests the need to defragment
Close the empty spaces for a true measurement
Show exactly where there's room for betterment
No longer living on the edge in wonderment
Bringing on a solution to this predicament
I have never been the one you call significant
You don't want me & your actions are indicate
I'm smart I believe I am somewhat intelligent
In my search for love that becomes irrelevant
I crave a love to make rich where I've been indigent
Not leave my heart in the red with a balance that's insufficient
Or give a feeling that I'm not worthy or inadequate
I'm not nearly perfect although I am benevolent
I pray for a lover that feels Im a gift that is heaven sent
One that craves my touch with his every desire to be intimate
Maturity that doesn't require relationship rules guidebook to implement
To share common goals and the joys of every advancement
Work through differences without silence or a loud argument
No more 5 year contracts but a love that's permanent
Patiently I just sit in this place that is stagnant
Waiting on him to be drawn to me as with the force of a magnent
A Prince Charming to take me to a place of endless love and enchantment
To live happily ever after and a life of absolute fulfillment
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Questionnaire
Here is for you a questionnaire
Are you sure you don't like it there
Do you have extra time in your life to spare
Did someone give you a triple dog dare
Are you addicted to the feeling of the scare
Do you like looking into the eye of a judges glare
Is government issued clothes what you like to wear
Is it the shoes you miss and want a new pair
Are you anxious to see whos cell you'll share
Havnt you heard all the loud Puerto Ricans one can bear
Will you stand in front of the mirror and take a long stare
Do you know what it is you want in life & for what you have most care
Have you ever imagined having me as a partner or us as a pair
Would you mind if I took some responsibility in the turning grey of your hair
Wouldn't it be more fun than all you got being in there
Will you let me be your shoulder to lean on as I lend a hand to share
Can I be the one to support you as its freedom you declare
How many before you have paid the exact fare
Reckon they are at home now kicked back in an armchair
When faced with temptation can you give it an upstare
Will you turn to Matthew 6:9-13 and read the lords prayer
Will you gather your armies to prepare for warfare
Do you think you are playing a game of solitaire
Why don't you call in for support from your division of panzer
Will you try to not leave all who love you in despair
Will you turn off the road that leads things to err
Can you clearly just say no as you forswear
Wont you say it with gentlemanly charm so debonair
Is it your wittiful intention my senses to impair
Do you see the love i have for you is truly rare
Can I walk beside you to "The sky is the limit" that's where
Here is for you a questionnaire
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Standing By
I'm not sure how to put what I want to say
I envy people that get to see u everyday
Whats the message I am trying to convey
Gather all I have written into an essay
I can't see black or white only shades of grey
As I standby in the distance kept at bay
I tell myself where there's a will there is a way
I understand why you don't come with me and play
I still daydream of you as my mind has a field day
What I wish for and what is real is combatting with melee
Love for you impairs my vision like a blinding sunshine ray
To be with you there is no limit to the price that I would pay
How long will it take or will I ever make some headway
Will you ever open up your heart to me and put love on display
I'm not asking to be your wife or to set a wedding day
Just know that if you ever wanted a good girl in your life to stay
You wouldn't have to search far or wide for one who would not stray
To be beside you always and forever would be the answer for what I pray
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Come What May
Come what may
It takes 90 day
To change our way
So that's what they say
Adjust our game play
Stop the decay
Down let it lay
Keep it at bay
Turn to walk away
To temptation say nay
Onward do not stray
It is a big price to pay
Choosing to or not to sway
Black and white never grey
Loose ends always fray
Tighten them without delay
Move ahead on the straightaway
No time for any foul play
Heavy is what it does weigh
Not what you're after today
A burden lifted is 4 what you pray
As you put your efforts on display
With just a few rules to obey
Protection from the bird of prey
Have faith throughout everyday
He will always make a way
Give you strength to castaway
All that brings on hell to pay
That's so like yesterday
Go ahead and sign it away
Believe everything will be okay
Just take it day by day
As you are well on your way
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To seeing your victory day
Come what may
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What Defines A Friend
What defines a friend
Someone on which you can depend
The last person you want to offend
They stand by you to the end
Will get you whichever way you bend
No matter what you say they do comprehend
Always offering a hand to lend
Having some time with you to spend
When going out they ask you to attend
Encourage you and watch as you transcend
Give and take to make a nice blend
Help hold the pieces together til they mend
Shelter you in a storming wind
They don't have to lie or play pretend
Worth more than any dollar amount or dividend
Kiss you on your mouth if it's twenty grand they winned
With you throughout the week and on the weekend
Good times making memories sets the trend
Take the shortcut and laugh at its deadend
Sharing what in a lifetime one can't expend
For keeps the finders do apprehend
Forever and always what defines a friend
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Sunlights Mask
In the night, time feels so right
While the norms sleep so quiet
In the dark I feel so light, like a...
A falling star, I wish I may I wish I might
Hold on to darkness ever so tight,
Such a peaceful sound, and always a sight
Look deep into the night and see it is so bright
Come alive as the day sun sets with its fight
The midnight sky, moonlight, and stars a bright
Feeelings and expressions of freedom ignite
A contentment surrounding the entire night
Like no feeling experienced in the daylight
If darkness is just a mask for the sunlight
Wearing it is no less than a mere delight
But all too soon darkness comes to its height
The sun begins to rise, and to the mask say goodnight
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The Letter You Never Wrote
Its about the letter that you never wrote
Before mentioning it you had to clear your throat
What I heard you say I can not quote
If only I could push play back on a remote
To me the meaning of your words did connote
What I always dreamed you would denote
I shared everything with you my whole being I did devote
I thought if I had you near everything would stay afloat
While I failed to look after all that was rocking the boat
Things like parenting my child & paying the house banknote
I admit I was sick with it blind to all things unless you they would promote
I tried to save you at the same time I sank my own lifeboat
I'm responsible for me im not placing blame or using you as my scapegoat
I had the option to tell you to move around and its your ass you need to tote
Not just a little smitten for you no my mind body & soul completely smote
As soon as you were free to be it was me you chose to demote
I did feel betrayed and dismayed by you becoming a turncoat
I dont know why it wasn't like on me you ever really did dote
I never could understand how you would leave me out in the cold & not offer me a coat
Do you feel you got enough of what you needed in order to sew your oat
If my love could only run through your veins like water as it fills a moat
If only I could be something more than the one who hangs on the tale of your coat
On that day I knew you were going away I felt I'd been served the antidote
But still I often wanted to talk to you and at times i even wrote
I knew your # but never sent you the note
22***-009 will you tell me again speaker of the keynote
All there is in the meaning of what I can not quote
Will you push the playback button on the remote
Say it again after you clear your throat
It's about the letter you never wrote
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I Think of You
I think of you when I wake each morning
I think of you when I go to sleep each night
I think of you when it's storming
I think of you when the sun shines bright
I think of you coming and going
I think of you wrong or right
I think of you when the wind is blowing
I think of you in the moon light
I think of you as the roosters crowing
I think of you as I sit upright
I think of you without knowing
I think of you and hope your alright
I think of you and I keep going
I think of you and I don't fight
I think of you and I'm glowing
I think of you being in my site
I think of you with love that's growing
I think of you with mere delight
I think of you my mind exploding
I think of you my senses excite
I think of you it's forever ongoing
I think of you I wish I may I wish I might
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Cloud Nine
Im okay Im sure I will be fine
I wonder if u will ever be mine
How long will I have to confine
This love for you that is so devine
Will our hearts ever intertwine
Mix together what we can combine
Let it be what makes us shine
Side by side as we align
True love is what we could define
Trust and loyalty building our shrine
Forever my only lover and I be thine
Love so pure no need to refine
Just like water turned into wine
One hundred percent Heaven sent and genuine
Feast upon one another as we dine
Giving a boosts at every incline
Never hesitating inappropiate invites to decline
Considering the very idea would be asinine
We walk hand in hand along the never-ending shoreline
Bending together with the flexibility of a spline
Having each others back as we share a spine
Gods blessings on you and me form a beautiful trine
No one on this earth could ever undermine
Our love that God has created by design
To know where exactly our lives are destined
And to whom our hearts have been assigned
Eye to eye seeing the same goal line
Having no competition that we can't outshine
Taking only with each other a position that is supine
Instinct naturally draws out every unspoken guideline
Directing us through each command line
In order to reach the top of the line
Where we discover our little goldmine
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Til death do us part on the dotted line we sign
This is my dream of what it's like on cloud nine
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